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Penalties
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You are selling your house and not porting it 
or having it assumed.

You want to Refinance
Why you 

would pay 
a Penalty

There are two main scenarios that would cause a lender to charge you a penalty. Both of them are based around 
you buying out your current mortgage term early. Scenario number one would be you selling your house and not 
porting it or having it assumed by the new buyer. This means you dont move your current mortgage to your new 
property. Scenario number two would be applying for refinancing before your term was up. Since both of these 
scenarios attempt to break your contract, you would be charged a penalty based on your monthly payments and 
your interest rate, explained on the next page.

When do you Pay a Penalty

This is a great question. If you chose a closed mortgage (majority of mortgages are this type) you are locked into a 
contract term. This is similar to canceling your cell phone contract early. The cell phone provider will charge you a 
penalty to cancel your contract due to lost revenues, and so will your lender. If you are trying to break the contract 
early for any reason, they are losing revenue. Therefore the lenders try to recoup some of their losses before releas-
ing the contract. 

Why do you Pay a Penalty?
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Penalty
Types

Variable Rate Penalty (most cases):

Closed Fixed Rate Penalty:
3 Month Interest Penalty
(Mortgage Balance * Current Rate / 12 * 3)
Or Interest Rate Differential (IRD). 
This varies from lender to lender.

3 Month Interest Penalty: (Mortgage Balance * Current Rate / 12 * 3)

The penalty varies on if you are in a fixed or variable rate mortgage. . If you are locked into a fixed rate you may be 
charged an Interest Rate Differential (IRD) or 3 month interest penalty. Now here is the tricky part, because this all 
depends on if the rate you locked into is higher or lower than the current rates. If your locked in rate is lower than 
the current rates you will be charged with an IRD, and if your rate is higher you will be charged with a 3 month 
panalty. 

Types of Penalties

Big Banks charge penalties in bizarre and expensive ways. 
Our job is to educate and save you as much money as possible.

IRD’s are extremely complex. Don’t worry about figuring our 
your IRD, talk to your Mortgage Expert.
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Interest Rate Differential (IRD)
IRD’s are very hard to explain for a very good reason. 
Banks don’t want you to understand...

The amount you are pre-paying1
2 Your current interest rates

If you are charged an Interest Rate Differential penalty, the math can be a bit tricky. Remember that each lender 
has a different way of coming to their penalty and it varies depending on:

3 Month Interest Penalty
The most common penalty you will encounter
If your rate is higher than current rates, then you will be charged with a three month interest penalty and is usually 
cheaper than an Interest Rate Differential penalty. If you have a variable rate this is how to calculate your penalty. 
If you are in a closed fixed rate you could be charged with a 3 month interest penatlty or an IRD. 

$250,000
Outstanding 

mortgage balance

x 5.0%
Existing 

mortgage rate

12
Months in a year

/ x 3 = $3125
Penalty

( )
*These values and rates are for exmaple purposes only and should not be used for your situation

Outstanding balance on your mortgage

3
4

Current lender interest rates
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Here is how the calculations work to estimate your mortgage penalty

1
2

3
4
5

Each lender has its own formula for calculating penalties

Some lenders do not use the discount you received in their calculation. This de-
creases the IRD and can lower your penalty considerably.

When determining the comparison rate, some lenders round up your remaining 
months. Some round down. Again this varies from lender to lender

The Interest Act prohibits IRD penalties on terms over 5 years. 

A small number of lenders prohibit breaking mortgage early - Regardless of the 
penalty - unless in the case of an approved sale.

As we said before, Interest Rate Differentials vary from lender to lender, and can be quite expensive. Here are five 
notes to remember if you are applying for refinancing.

Things to note with an IRD penalty

IRD’s Continued 








